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Associate Professor of Pediatrics, Medical College of Wisconsin

International Adoption Clinic, Child Development Center

Children's Hospital of Wisconsin

Objectives

� Recognize unique aspects of adolescent brain 
development

� Discuss common therapeutic concerns for teens 
and t’weens

� Recognize ways to support youth and family 
adjustment

� Highlight referral options and internet resources

True Confessions

� Me:  

“Mom, what was the hardest part about raising me?”

� Mom:

“oh….about 13 to 19!”

As kids reach adolescence, they need more than ever 
for us to watch over them. Adolescence is not 
about letting go. It's about hanging on during a 

very bumpy ride. 
- Ron Taffel, Ph.D.
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Inside the Teenage Brain

� Exasperated, parents often ask 

“What were you thinking?”  

� Instead, we should ask “How” were you 

thinking?
� With an immature frontal lobe 
� With less myelination (conductors) in the frontal 

lobe (less planning and reduced insight)
� With more activity in the amygdala (greater 
emotionality)

� With less inter-hemispheric communication

Inside the Teenage Brain

Inside the Teenage Brain

� Typical brain changes in the t’ween/teen years 
include:
• Reduced stress tolerance

• Difficulty handling hormonal changes

• Poor mood stability

• Greater “reward focus” (disregard risks)

• Limited planning 

� Compound that with brain changes related to early 
adversity, i.e., a brain that is already vulnerable to 
anxiety/fear (flock, freeze, flee, fight), and its no 
wonder that increased mental health concerns are 
noted in the teen years
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“Why I cut…”
� Pasha was a 15-year-old youth adopted at 4 

following 3.5 years of foster care

� Historically, a quiet child he was reserved yet 
often tense

� Pasha had warm relationships with his parents 
but they were increasingly concerned with social 

withdrawal and poor interpersonal relationships

� Initially, high report of depression and anxiety.  

After 3 months, Pasha disclosed frequent self-

harm

Self-Harm/Self-Injury
� Like Pasha, most self-harm begins during t’weens or 

teens

� Almost equal numbers of males/females engage in self-
harm with variation in frequent/severity

� Common traits of teens who self-harm:

�Dislike/invalidate themselves

�Hypersensitive to rejection 

�Chronically angry/tend to suppress anger

�Poor impulse control

�Depression or chronic anxiety

�Avoidant coping skills

Self-Harm/Self-Injury

� WHY?

� Create sense of calm or “numbing”

� Communicate internal state

� To feel “something” or alive

� Express self-loathing/shame

� Self injury is not really the problem, it is a coping 

strategy, albeit an unhealthy one
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Self-Harm/Self-Injury

� The urge for self-harm is a “clue” that teen is 
experiencing an unwanted feeling 

� Support teen to identify unwanted feelings and 
develop positive ways to cope

� While most kids who self-injure are not suicidal, 
a number of teens who self-injure also have 

thoughts of suicide

� Without attention and support, self-harm 

behavior can increase in severity

�“Dose” often     to get the same effect 

“Looking for love in all the wrong 

places…”

� Sophie was a 14-year-old teen adopted at 12 

months of age from orphanage care in Asia.

� Initially entered therapy with concerns about 

anxiety and “indiscriminate sociability” (i.e., 
many friends but little lasting relationships)

� Crisis emerged when her parents discovered 
that she had forwarded nude photos of herself 

to 5 high school boys

Teen Sexuality
� Coupled with poor impulse 

control, our culture’s sexualization 

of girls and increased attention to 
“exotic” looks combine to make 
girls vulnerable to early sexuality

� Adopted teens may be more apt to 

perceive rejection and keep 
“connections” by any means 
necessary

� Sometimes teenage sexuality is a 
way to “connect” to birth family
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Myriad Identities

� Like all teens, adopted adolescents are in the 
process of  trying to define themselves and to find 
their place in the world. 

This process may be more complicated for adopted teens

� Integrating knowledge of their first family, birth 
culture, adoptive status, and social group 

membership is challenging & can create emotional 

distress. 

Do I look like anybody?  I wonder where I ‘fit’ in?”

14

Identity – A Search for Self

� Adoptees must integrate aspects of two families into 
their emerging identities – this is a normal and healthy 

process

� Teen adoptees may seek to fill historical gaps to 
create ‘roots’

� Access to information about first family (and contact, 

if safe/appropriate) generally facilitates identity 
development

� Adults who are open, supportive, and empathic are 

more likely to support youth towards positive 
integration of myriad identities
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“My [birth] mom was cool…”

� Tara was a 14-year-old adolescent adopted at 11 
years of age after 4 years in an Eastern European 

orphanage.  

� Parental concerns included poor social relatedness, 

irritability, and depressed mood.  There were no 

behavioral concerns in the school

� Initially idealized her biological mother

� Began a life book that soon became the focus of 

each session

Stereotypes, Discrimination, & 

Racism …Oh My!
� Adoption across racial lines adds another layer of 

complexity for identity development

� Many adoptees are referred for therapy due to 
complex trauma, erratic emotionality, and/or 
adoption-related stressors, but commonly 
overlooked are the stressful impacts of racism and 
discrimination

“Its hard being the only one in my family with dark skin....I 
often wish I was white.”

13-year-old, adopted at 11 months
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Racial/Ethnic Identity

� As with adoption identity, social group identity 
increases in importance within adolescence with 

heightened awareness of discrimination and 

“different-ness” for youth of color 

� Microaggressions are common, reinforce sense of 
being “other,” and add to narrative burden:
• “I thought all Black people liked rap.”

• “I don’t even think of you as ______________ because you act 
_______________(white)”

• “Are you sure you’re Asian…you suck at math!”

Narrative Burden
� People of color are too often expected to be 

"spokespeople" for their racialized (social) group.  

- Peggy McIntosh (sociologist) 

� If one lives in a community that is not diverse, this 
might happen to youth on a daily basis.

� Adolescents who were transracially adopted may 
have additional “burden” to explain themselves, 
their families, and their life stories

“People ask me all the time where I am from - I get tired of explaining 

myself to fit in”

16-year-old, adopted at 2 years

Race, Ethnicity, and Culture

� As teens of color move from family to community 
spaces, they are not always seen as an individual 

but as a member of a (racialized) social group

� This can lead to differences in treatment that are 

not based on their individual character but rather 

group stereotypes

� We must recognize the reality of life as a racialized 

person in America and understand that typical 
teen behavior (like risk taking) is more likely 

criminalized for teens of color
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September 5, 2018

Adoption and Social Equity

� Teens’ lived experiences are impacted by both power 
(stratified by race/wealth) and adoption, not just one or 

the other 

� Teens need adults who

� Continue to learn about the history of power, oppression, 
privilege (and how those have varied by the social categories of 
race and class)

� Care about diverse communities, not just the individual from 
that community

� Validate the complexity of their lived experiences

- JaeRan Kim, PhD

Relationships provide the safe haven for Teens to 

understand myriad feelings and complexities in their lives
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Tough Conversations

� Reflect on your own internal fears/beliefs 

about first parents, reasons for adoption plan, 

racism (and other “isms”), sexual 

behavior/identity, self-harm, etc.

� Mention topic early and look for natural 
openings

� Conversation is a PROCESS not an event

� Be sure to LISTEN, not just lecture

� Just because Teen doesn’t bring up ________ 

doesn’t mean they don’t think about it

Tough Conversations

� If questions about identity-seeking, self harm, 
sexual behaviors, or risk-taking arise, the first 

emotion to regulate is your own!

� Best response is one of “compassionate 

curiosity” and connectedness (We will understand 

this together)

� Anger, threats, and hysterics are often counter-

productive as shame exacerbates negative 
feelings a teen seeks to avoid

Welcome the Process

� Most conversations occur “in between” times 

� Listen, validate, and accept

� Discuss healthy relationships, boundaries, and 

consent/intimacy

� Explore racialized experiences within school, 

community, and larger political conversations

� Provide openings: 

– “I was reading about __________ and was curious 
what you think”

– “How do your friends talk about _______”

– “What do adults forget about being a teenager?”
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Supporting Our Teens
� Protect teens’ sleep (8-9 hours!!) – consider tech 

interference

� Focus on “gains” of desired behaviors (teens are 
more motivated to gain “reward” than avoid 
negative outcomes)

� Highlight proximal pros/cons of decisions

� Feed the brain’s “reward-seeking” through healthy 
activities (sports, music, school/community 
leadership)

� Balance “future” planning with reassurance of 
ongoing family connections/support

29

Supporting Our Teens
� Educate about emotions and healthy/balanced 

living

� Seek to understand teen’s behavior before you 
react

� Listen to and validate their experiences

� Maintain positive (and diverse) social networks; 
value the role of coaches, teachers, youth mentors

� Consider how the “personal” connects with the 
“political”

� Connect with Allies and others who share their 
experiences

Connecting Teens with Shared Experiences
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Internet Resources
� Inside the Teenage Brain: 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/teenbrain/

� Pact – An Adoption Alliance for Children of Color:

www.pactadopt.org

� Beyond Culture Camp: Adoption Institute: 
https://www.adoptioninstitute.org/old/publications/2009_11_Bey
ondCultureCamp.pdf

� S.A.F.E. Alternatives to Self-Harm
www.selfinjury.com

� Raising Race Conscious Children
http://www.raceconscious.org/ 

� The Adopted Life
http://www.theadoptedlife.com/

� Birth Parent Letters

http://www.lettersforthem.com/ 

32

Regional Resources
� Wisconsin Post-Adoption Resource Centers: 

https://dcf.wisconsin.gov/map/adoption/parc 

� Children’s Family Support Services (many locations):
http://www.chw.org/childrens-and-the-community/family-
support-services/counseling/

� Healing Hearts (Madison):

http://www.healingheartscares.com/

� Children’s Research Triangle (Chicago):

http://www.childrensresearchtriangle.org/ 

� Adoption Medicine Clinics:

www.chw.org/internationaladoption

http://adoption.umn.edu/
https://www.uchicagokidshospital.org/specialties/adoption/ 

� Saint A’s (Milwaukee, school-based services): 

http://www.sainta.org/services/

33
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Contact
Samantha L. Wilson, Ph.D., IMH-E ® IV

262-432-6600

International Adoption Clinic, 
Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin

www.chw.org/internationaladoption

* Webinar about Toxic Stress & other resources available

The Invisible “White” Backpack

tolerance.org     
embracerace.org   

bordercrossers.org
raceconscious.org 
diversebooks.org


